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Introduction
The National Health Service Corps (NHSC) program facilitates connections between primary, dental, and
psychiatric care providers and communities in need by supporting providers who choose to work in
underserved areas of the US. In 2011, the NHSC expanded their Scholarship and Loan Repayment
programs to include more than 10,000 clinicians providing care to the nation’s underserved communities.
The NHSC also provided funding to the State Primary Care Offices (PCOs) in Indiana, Minnesota and
Wisconsin along with 33 other states to implement two-year projects to support and track the retention of
NHSC health care providers in underserved communities. In the Midwest, Indiana, Minnesota and
Wisconsin initiated a project to support the retention of NHSC providers in underserved areas by
developing a Retention Toolkit of resources to help NHSC sites with provider retention. The NHSC program
supports primary care and psychiatric physicians, physician assistants, advanced practice nurses, mental
health providers, dentists and dental hygienists. Similar to a provider’s medical bag, the Retention Toolkit
has a variety of instruments or tools for use at each stage of a health care organization’s retention plan.
This toolkit includes worksheets, sample surveys, agendas, and plans that may be utilized with all of these
types of providers although many of the samples are based on physician retention. The tools ensure they
are properly orientated to the practice, integrated into the community along with their family and
recognized for their service and impact on local health care. The toolkit also features a national and state
resource section with websites and contact information.
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Retention Issues
Immense resources are invested by health care organizations in underserved areas to recruit and train
health care providers, therefore it is critical to retain those providers and protect that investment, both
from a business and community perspective. For a community, health care provider turnover is disruptive
to health care delivery, continuity of care and patient loyalty. The estimated costs of replacing one primary
care physician can result in $20,000 to $30,000 in recruitment and a loss of $300,000 to $400,000 in
annual gross billings plus additional costs related to ancillary employment within the community. 1After a
health care provider has been recruited, it is critical to understand the challenges they face in providing
health care in the community and what can be done to support their efforts. Long term retention begins
with recruitment; matching a candidate’s preferences to the attributes of your community will go a long
way in ensuring a successful, long term solution to the health care needs of your community. Without
such a foundation, all retention building post-hire will have little impact on retaining a provider who does
not fit your community.

Midwest NHSC Heath Care Facility Interviews
To identify retention issues and best practices among NHSC sites, the National Rural Health Resource
Center (The Center) conducted a focus group by phone with 10 site administrators from the three states
representing Federally Qualified Health Centers, Rural Health Clinics, community mental health centers
and hospital affiliated primary care clinics from rural and urban areas. Sites indicated the following
retention challenges: lack of individual clinic staff responsibility for retention; limited salary and benefit
resources; retaining providers after completion of their loan repayment obligation; and limited
spouse/partner employment opportunities. Some successful retention strategies included affiliations with
local Universities to offer continuing education and professional networking, creating retention
committees, conducting satisfaction surveys, and provider recognition efforts, including a “Provider of the
Year” award selected by peers.

Midwest NHSC Health Care Provider Retention Survey
To identify retention factors which were favorable to providers, the Center surveyed 123 health care
providers from IN, MN and WI, with a 48% overall response rate. One third of the respondents were
mental health providers, 26% advanced practice nurses, 16% dentists, 12% physicians, 9% physician
assistants and 2% dental hygienists. The respondents were evenly split between rural (52%) and urban
(48%) communities with over 20,000 in population. Fifty-five percent had been in the practice two to three
years and 38% over four years. The majority planned to stay in the practice following completion of their
NHSC obligation, although 26% were not sure they would stay at the site. The most important retention
factors cited included:
 Professional relationships with partners and colleagues
 Workload/call schedule
 Compensation/benefits
 Community/lifestyle
The following bullets highlight two particular instances where we discovered clinic retention efforts that
significantly misaligned with provider preferences, examples of how important it is to gain provider
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feedback on what provider’s see as important so as to design incentive offerings that can best address
those desires:
 The financial incentives most frequently offered by sites beyond the NHSC loan repayment
included: continuing education reimbursement, increasing paid time off and retirement. However,
the financial incentives reported to be the most important to providers were increased
compensation and medical insurance.
 The providers ranked the recognition activities, community integration and participation in
clinic/hospital decision making as most important; however, less than one-third of the sites offered
these activities. Non-financial strategies typically offered by NHSC sites were provider/satisfaction
feedback surveys, teaching opportunities, and participation in clinic/hospital decision making.
Health care providers were asked what else they felt was important that would help encourage them to
stay at their current practice site. Survey comments included:




Lower caseloads or more staff to lower caseloads. The work load and expectations tend to causes
high burnout.
Better integration into the community as an individual provider and a practice.
I love my job and I couldn’t imagine working anywhere else! The people I work with are great and
the patients make coming to work worthwhile.

Other Retention and Workforce Reports
The South Dakota Department of Health’s Office of Rural Health conducted a Recruitment and Retention
Survey in May 2012. Health care providers ranked incentives and reasons which they considered to be
most important in their decision to remain practicing in their community. Competitive salary was rated as
the most important issue in the retention of providers. Family oriented setting; educational facilities for
children; incentives (bonuses, health insurance and sick leave); and employment opportunities for
spouse/partners also ranked very high.2
A workforce study conducted among social workers in North Dakota found that 47% indicated that
“burnout/stress” was the least enjoyable aspect of their job and “not being able to pay a competitive
salary” was seen as the most serious problem related to recruitment and retention of social work staff. 3

Top 10 Retention Factors
As noted in the survey, focus groups and previous studies, a number of factors impact retention. A
comprehensive retention plan should address all of the following factors (not ranked) as much as feasible
for the site and community:
 Availability of relief coverage for vacations, holidays and family emergencies.
 Quality of public elementary and secondary schools.
 Compatibility with others in health care community.
 Availability of quality housing.

2

Availability of practice partners and consulting specialists.

South Dakota Department of Health Office of Rural Health Recruitment and Retention Study. May 2012.
North Dakota Social Work Workforce Report, Quinn, A., Phillips, A., Heitkamp, T. University of North Dakota Department of
Social Work, November 2011.
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Income potential.
Employment opportunities for spouse/partner.
Help with retiring education loans at start of practice.
Availability of continuing education opportunities.
Opportunity to be a preceptor.

Retention Plan
The core component of health care provider retention is to maintain regular contact with new providers
and their families to stay informed of their community and workplace adjustment, and to mitigate any
potential problems that could impact retention. Retention begins as soon as a provider signs an agreement
or accepts an employment offer and continues throughout the length of their practice. A formal retention
plan including scheduled professional and community interactions and staff accountable for those tasks is
recommended. One person should be designated to coordinate or oversee the plan; however, a
committee approach to implementation can be considered. The key components of the Retention Plan
should include:
1. Goals, timeline and person accountable
2. Committee or those part of the plan
3. Resources (materials, community and health care contacts, and budget)
4. Elements of Retention
5. Evaluation (outcome measures)

Retention Plan Samples (Sample documents are located at the end of the document)
1. Michigan Physician Retention Plan
An introduction to retention and a plan outlined into 3 steps (3-page Word Doc)
2. Virginia Department of Health Retention Plan
An action plan with steps (1-page Word Doc)
3. Quad-state Partnership Basic Three-Year Retention Plan
Outline of retention plan steps by year (1-page Doc)

Retention Elements
Your retention efforts should begin actually at the time of recruitment. Ensuring a good match and
establishing open communication between the facility and provider through the employment,
credentialing and relocation process will build a strong foundation.

Orientation
Once the new health care provider begins practice in your community, you need to implement a variety of
strategies that accomplish the following objectives:
 Welcoming and orient the new provider and spouse/partner to the health care community
 Welcoming and fully orienting the provider and family to the community and region
4







Arranging opportunities for the provider and family to “check-in”, provide feedback and ask
questions
Matching a mentor or “buddy” to the provider for the first year
Addressing concerns or issues that may encourage the provider or family to leave the practice and
community
Recognizing the provider for service and special accomplishments
Satisfying compensation, education and benefit needs to the extent possible

Orientation/Onboarding Samples
1. Michigan Center for Rural Health (3 Steps)
New Provider Orientation Checklist Step 1. Detailed list of items to prepare provider for practice
with timelines. (5-page Word Doc)
New Provider Orientation Checklist Step 2. Detailed list of items to prepare provider for practice
with timelines. (5-page Word Doc)
New Provider Orientation Checklist Step 3. Detailed list of items for retention over 3 years with
timelines. (5-page Word Doc)

2. National Rural Health Resource Center Orientation Check-Off List
Detailed list of orientation items and outline (2-Page Word Doc)

3. National Rural Health Resource Center Orientation and Retention Overview
Review of retention issues and solutions with orientation outline. (31 slide pdf)

Practice Feedback Samples
Using a practice feedback process to check on the retention status of the health care providers in your
community is important to conduct annually in terms of perceptions of job satisfaction. This type of
feedback is conducted one on one between the retention committee lead and the provider.

1. National Rural Recruitment and Retention Network, Recruiting for Retention,
2002, The Retention Questionnaire
Assessment questions for providers (2-page Word doc)

Provider Satisfaction Surveys
Provider satisfaction surveys are excellent tools to help build the communication process between
employer and employee and assess potential retention issues regarding the understanding of the mission
of the organization, benefits, compensation and technology. Satisfaction surveys are generally anonymous
and best if conducted by a third or neutral party. It is imperative that if the surveys are conducted that the
cumulative results are shared with leaders in the organization as well as the providers and that issues are
addressed.

Provider Satisfaction Survey Samples
Some samples are physician-based but could be modified for other health care providers.
5

1. Michigan Center for Rural Health, Physician Satisfaction Questionnaire
Introduction to survey and survey tool (3-page Word Doc)

2. Quad-state Partnership Sample Clinician Surveys
Provider Satisfaction Surveys (3-page Word Doc)

3. Mountain States Group Physician Feedback Template
Physician Satisfaction Survey template (3-page Word Doc)

Recognition Activities
Recognition of all employees’ service is important, and it is no different with providers. Practicing in rural
and underserved communities is more challenging for providers as it generally means more frequent time
spent on-call, larger caseloads, and patients with economic barriers including lack of insurance and
transportation. Below are some examples of the types of recognition activities to include in the retention
plan and they should occur throughout the year. The following events or accomplishments could be
recognized through press releases, plaques, facility website, staff and/or board meetings and
organizational newsletters.
 Years of service
 Practice research, presentations, publications
 Patient satisfaction survey results or testimonials
 Achievement of Meaningful Use of electronic health records
 Hospital or community board or committee service (i.e. EMS Medical Director, Public Health Board,
Medical Examiner, Sports Team Health Care Provider, Quality Team)
 Teaching and precepting students for local high schools and state colleges, universities, and Area
Health Education Centers
 Board Specialty Certification renewal
 National Nurse, Mental Health Provider, Dental Day
 Remember to recognize all employees, not just physicians

Recognition Activity Samples
1. Marshfield Clinic Shining Star Program
Recognition of health care provider with a philanthropic gift to the facility

Mentor Programs
A mentor program or “buddy system” is a formal process to match a peer provider or administrative
leader to the new provider for the first year of practice. The mentor or buddy is advised to meet monthly
with the new provider for a meal, a break or recreationally to discuss retention factors, obtain feedback
and help the retention coordinator or committee follow up on issues. The topics of discussion may
include:
 Acceptance to the practice and community
 Spouse/partner and family satisfaction with the community
 Quality of work environment (practice size, electronic health record, referrals)
 Ability to pursue continuing education
 Satisfaction with personal and professional support and time schedules
6

Mentor Program Samples
1. Michigan Center for Rural Health, Mentor Program Outline
Outline for provider and social mentor program (2-page Word Doc)

Other Retention Tools
If a health care provider leaves your community, whether it is because of the end of an obligation for loan
repayment retirement or some other reason, take the opportunity to learn something from the departure.
An exit interview may help you determine the reasons behind the provider’s decision to leave, gain their
perspective on the practice or community, and learn information that they may have been uncomfortable
sharing with the organization while employed.

1. Quad-states Partnership, Sample Exit Interview Form
Questionnaire for health care provider employment exit interview (1-page Word Doc)

2. Michigan Center for Rural Health, Physician Exit Interview
Exit survey form (2-page Word Doc)

Financial Retention Samples
Some health care sites offer financial incentives for retention for years of service (e.g., year-end retention
bonus). Health care facilities should develop these arrangements and written agreements with legal
counsel. Recruitment expenses such as moving or board exams covered by the facility should not be tied
to an obligation if the provider is applying for loan repayment with a service obligation.

1. Michigan Center for Rural Health, Promissory Note (2-page Word Doc)
Compensation is a critical retention factor as noted in the Midwest Health Care Provider Retention Survey
and other surveys of health care providers. Health care provider compensation can be impacted by the
facilities various relationships and contracts related to service reimbursement, including cost-based for
Critical Access Hospital and Community Health Center designations, Medicare primary care bonuses for
underserved areas in addition to new methods such as Accountable Care Organization and Medical/Health
Care Homes. The important item to consider is that health care providers will compare their salaries by
state or nationally, therefore sites should be aware of what the competition is offering your providers. In
addition to national organizational surveys, contact your state member of the National Rural Recruitment
Retention Network or State Office of Rural Health to see if the organization conducts and offers a salary
survey free or for a fee.
Please be advised that National Health Service Corps providers may only serve one obligation at a time and
providers are limited to one state or federal loan repayment program per year. Additional years of NHSC
Loan Repayment may be applied for on a year to year basis for up to a total of 6 years of service. Providers
must apply 90 days before the contract end date for each subsequent year. After a provider has
exhausted loan repayment opportunities through NHSC he or she could then participate in a state loan
repayment program or employer-based loan repayment option.
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Retention Plan Samples
Michigan Physician Retention Plan

Introduction
The key to physician retention is to maintain regular contact with physicians and their families to stay
abreast of how they are adjusting, and to anticipate any problems that may develop. The most critical
element in any retention plan is a mechanism to “Check In” on the physician’s expectations. Utilize
regularly scheduled professional and social interactions to measure the effectiveness of the retention
effort.
In the 2009 Retention Study; Administrators, Practice Managers, and Recruiters stated that an effective
retention plan must identify one person to coordinate the process. In this tool that individual is referred
to as Physician Services.
Recruiting cannot be considered completely successful until the physician is on staff and productive to the
point of providing a service to the community and producing enough revenue to support the new practice.
Therefore, the retention function should ensure that the physician and his or her family are successfully
acclimated to their new location.
Retention efforts will not be wasted because it is far less costly to retain one promising provider than to
recruit another. Estimated costs of replacing one primary care physician can result in $20,000 to $30,000 in
recruitment, loss of $300,000 to $400,000 in annual gross billings plus additional costs related to ancillary
employment within the community.
Physician Retention is a process:
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Strategic planning tells the organization where they are going and how they will get there.



A provider demand assessment should review efficiency issues, patient volumes and types of
patients, market share, and determine the type of provider who will fit that need (associate staff or
medical staff).



The recruitment plan includes sourcing, practice description, criteria for hire, and “fit”.



Interviewing and evaluation process should be defined as part of the planning. Keep the surprises
to a minimum (any on-going issues will rise to the top during recruitment).



Hiring should move the new physician smoothly into relocation and orientation.



Orientation is step one in developing a retention plan that is part of a total process, which includes
a feedback loop (exit interviews, succession planning and the strategic plan).



Exit interviews should be held with all physicians who voluntarily leave the organization to
determine correction points in strategic plan.

In the 2009 Retention Study, physicians indicated that professional satisfaction was critical to retention.
The orientation template is a step-by-step process designed to efficiently and effectively introduce the
physician into your community and health system. The three-year Physician Retention Plan provided for
this study is a template; it is intended to allow for the unique personality of each community and health
care facility. The model is provided in Word format, which will allow the retention manager, the ability to
refine as necessary.
The model is not intended to be “one size fits all.” It should be modified to the size and character of your
facility. Is the new physician employed by the hospital? Is he/she a Primary Care Provider or SubSpecialist? Is the practice an independently owned certified Rural Health Clinic or a Federally Qualified
Health Center? The action steps were developed after reviewing several Orientation Plans from health
care centers in Michigan and across the United States.
The period between the signing of the contract and actual arrival in the community may be several
months. It is the moment when the Retention Plan is crucial. “First Impressions” mean a lot. Maintaining
communication and responding to questions or requests for assistance in a timely fashion builds
confidence in the effectiveness and efficiency of the hiring organization. Identifying the relocation team
(realtor and mover) is essential. The relocation team can also be a key conduit of information between the
organization and the family.
Step One begins with the signed employment agreement.


Keep in contact after contract is signed; communicate often.



Ensure licensure and credentialing process is progressing.



Communicate with realtor on relocation.



Plan orientation sessions: Community, practice site, hospital. Send to physician.



Maintain routine communication.



Ensure the physician’s office and exam rooms are ready.



Obtain office space and complete necessary renovations.



Plan social events that help ease family members into the community.

Step Two begins the first day in the community.
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Provide a detailed orientation schedule for first two weeks prior to relocation.



Welcome the physician and their family within the first week of relocation.



“Welcome” basket sent to the home on the new physician’s first day of work.



Include meeting with hospital administration (if applicable).



Hospital tour (include relevant department directors).



Clinic tour (lunch with staff).



Clinic orientation involves the new physician with issues regarding equipment, office space
scheduling, support staff, business cards, etc.



Physician mentor introduced (if applicable).



Contact the spouse and family to see how they are adjusting to the community and to integrate the
social mentor (if applicable).



Marketing sends announcement introducing the new physician to the clinic and system.

Step Three involves the first six months, first year, second year, and third year.


Monthly meetings with identified Hospital Administrators, practice managers, and mentor as
identified in plan. Develop and offer feedback on practice development and discuss problems or
any other topics relevant to the situation.



Monthly meetings with identified VPs, practice manager and mentor as identified in plan. Develop
and offer feedback on practice development and discuss problems or any other topics relevant to
their situation.



Marketing of practice or outreach needs to be incorporated into the process.



As information becomes available, track patient volume, and revenue and expenses. After three
months schedule quarterly meetings for the remainder of the first year (15-minute meetings).



Recruiter meets with physician after two months to see if expectations have met reality.

The retention process does not end after three years. It is a continuous activity where the facility “Checks
in” and asks the question, “How are we doing?”
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Virginia Department of Health Retention Plan

Action Step
Create retention committee
Meet with new provider on monthly
basis to assess integration progress
Meet with spouse on monthly basis
to assess spouse and family
integration progress
Have quarterly social for medical
staff and spouses
Conduct retention questionnaire with
medical staff
Meet with all providers on quarterly
basis to discuss retention issues and
address concerns
Develop long-range medical staff
development and retention plans
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Lead Person

Deadline

Quad-state Partnership Basic Three-Year Retention Plan
Sample retention plan
 Train the staff and board for their respective roles in the recruitment and
 retention process:
 Improve recruitment skills; identify roles for successful retention.
 Team and organization development.
 Identify key retention strategies; these can be specific to your area or region, or can be generalized,
but have readily available for reference.
 Be supportive and responsive to provider needs:
 Provider-oriented efforts, including: medical director development and
 mentoring programs;
 Provisions for continuing medical education, including cultural
 competencies;
 Management of information systems with links for providers.
 Clinical systems development.
 Provider — organization relationships: board, administrator, local, state and federal partners.
 Promote development of personal and organizational issues.
 Arrange for teaching appointments, research opportunities, if requested.
 Promote local, state and national involvement in primary-care issues.
 Improve or upgrade financial packages offered, as feasible:
 Analyze competitiveness of position.
 Assure competitive compensation package, including:
 Salary
 Benefits
 Incentives
 Time off
 Articulate that an improved plan exists.
 Promote site and provider, help build strong patient base.
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Basic three-year retention plan
Initial activities:
• Assistance with moving and initial adjustment.
• Welcoming receptions, including medical and office staff.
• Hospital orientation, if appropriate.
• Practice start-up activities.
• Practice marketing.
• Social activities.
• Adjustment for physician, and family — utilize a “buddy” system, mentor.
Year one:
• Lunch or dinner meeting with administration (quarterly).
• Meeting with physician liaison to cover business aspects (monthly).
• Other practice assistance, staff training (quarterly).
• Spouse visits or calls (monthly).
• Social activities (monthly).
Years two and three:
• Meeting with top administration (semi-annually).
• Meeting with physician liaison (bimonthly).
• Practice business assistance (quarterly).
• Spouse visits or calls (quarterly).
• Social activities (quarterly).
Successful recruit = candidate stays at least three years with an organization.
Transition and activities to new environment can promote good relations for all employees.
Be flexible, and adjust plan as needed.
(General Outline Based on Physician Recruitment & Retention, Practical Techniques for Exceptional
Results, Roger Bonds & Kimberly Pulliam, AHP, Inc., 1991.)
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Sample Orientation Plan for New Clinicians
It is important that the new provider feels at home at the center and that all pertinent information is at his
or her disposal. Here are some tips for orienting the new provider to the center.
• Give the provider a formal tour of facilities and staff introductions, including time to meet with ancillary
and support staff and board of directors.
• Provide information regarding the practice and its policies, including: liability issues, technical assistance
and support services available, practice manual and care plan, appointment system and scheduling; call
schedule, clinical duties, mid-level supervision, continuing education policy, quality assurance program and
expectations, mentoring and precepting opportunities and committee structures.
• Review practice procedures, including patient record and billing systems, patient demographic
information, key elements to the practice dynamics.
• Introduce key professional colleagues and consultants.
• Outline hospital and referral relationships, emergency procedures, practice protocols for referrals,
partner organizations and agencies introduced.
• Give a detailed explanation of benefits (for example: health, life insurance, disability, professional
allowances, continuing medical education, vacation), employee policy and procedure manual, employee
services.
• Discuss routine paperwork, including licensure, Drug Enforcement Agency certificate, credentialing
checklists (should be credentialed prior to start, but review status).
• Provide and go over policies for use of cell phone and pager, review the call schedule and expectations of
schedule, and availability for administrative duties.
• Review marketing plans and procedures (for example, practice open house welcome, newspaper ad or
article).
• Ask about personal and professional needs and implement a plan for increased responsibility with time,
transition period, expectations.
• Document the orientation process in new employee’s personnel file.
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Orientation/Onboarding Samples
Michigan Center for Rural Health (3 Steps)

NEW PROVIDER PRE-ORIENTATION CHECKLIST
STEP ONE of THREE

PROVIDER NAME:

MD DO PA NP

(First

MI

Last)

PROVIDER SPECIALTY:

ANTICIPATED START DATE:

ORIENTATION:

PATIENTS:

CLINIC LOCATIONS:
(Check Primary Location)

Task Description
PHYSICIAN SERVICES
Return employment
agreement to physician
Process signing bonus/
promissory note
Send welcome letter
to physician
Initiate internal
announcements
providing notification of
new provider
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A

Party Responsible

B

C

D

Date Completed

F

Notes/comments

Notify department chair
(Hospital)
Notify credentialing
Notify credentialing
coordinator (Hospital)

Task Description

Party Responsible

Initiate relocation
assistance to provider
(if needed)
Arrange preemployment visit
Notify human resources
Copy of employment
agreement to finance
Prepare press
release/announcement
Hospital newsletter
announcements
Welcome letter to
new physician and
family from clinic staff with
photo of clinic and staff
Website page
announcement
Photo arrangements
Develop provider profile
Develop new provider
marketing strategy, ads,
letters, etc.
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Date Completed

Notes/comments

Develop and distribute
press release
Order lobby signs
Mentor(s) notified and
assigned (if applicable)
Schedule preemployment physical
Schedule hospital
orientation time,
develop and distribute
orientation schedule

Task Description

Party Responsible

Arrange for welcome gift
at physician office on start
date also at physician
home for family
Copy of first and second
week schedule to
physician
Welcome reception
(Orientation), order
welcome cake
CREDENTIALING
Initiate licensure/DEA,
application processes
(if needed)
Meet with new provider
to complete 3rd party
payer applications
Notify malpractice
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Date Completed

Notes/comments

Notify hospital to
send credentialing
application
Process 3rd party payer
applications
Set-up accounts for
billing
Electronic billing vendor
notified
Follow-up on all hospital
and 3rd party payer
applications
HUMAN RESOURCES
I-9, W-4, benefit
enrollment forms,
security
Salary/Payroll- draw
amount, bonus, taxes,
etc.
Task Description

Party Responsible

HR benefits review
Confidentiality agreement
(done at orientation)
Name/Security badge
State/County Medical
Society
CLINIC MANAGER/NURSE
Medical assistant
assigned
Rooms assigned
Work station assigned
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Date Completed

Notes/comments

Determine office hours
Lab coats ordered
Dictaphone ordered
Business cards ordered
Revise letterhead
HIPPA orientation
Order RX pads
COMMUNICATION CENTER
Develop schedule template,
(Staffing needs,
scheduling preferences
reviewed with provider)
Master schedule entered
Assign provider schedule
Paper ordered, paper
number assigned
Complete answering
service provider form

Task Description
Notified answering
service
Install/change signage
(front lobby, rooms,
walls)
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Party Responsible

Date Completed

Notes/comments

INFORMATION SERVICES
Voice mail assigned,
number assigned

Task Assigned

Party Responsible

Email name assigned
Computer installed

(Activities vary—these are suggestions)
Don’t forget to “Check-In” often!
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Date Completed

Notes/comments

NEW PROVIDER ORIENTATION CHECKLIST
STEP TWO of THREE

PROVIDER NAME:

MD DO PA NP

(First

Middle

Last)

PROVIDER SPECIALTY:
ANTICIPATED START DATE:
ORIENTATION:
PATIENTS:
CLINIC LOCATIONS:
A
(Check Primary Location)

Task Description

Party Responsible

PHYSICIAN SERVICES
Bring welcome basket to
family on the day of arrival
in new home
WEEK ONE:
Day One
Breakfast with hospital
CEO
General orientation of
organization, committee
structure/responsibilities,
board/staff meetings
Tour of hospital (Introduce
directors and managers of key
services; Lab, Radiology,
Nursing, Emergency Room,
etc.)
Human Resources:
Compensation/Benefits,
tax forms, I.D. badge, parking
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B

C

D

Date Completed

F

Notes/comments

Lunch with Mentor?
(available medical staff)
Department call
responsibilities
Referral process
(Internal and external)
Medical Records
Credentialing Services
Information Management:
EMR, External Access,
Hospital Website
Hospital Pharmacy
And Therapeutics
General tour of the
Medical Buildings/EMS
introductions
[Clinical Services ensures that the physician’s office is cleaned & ready (furniture, telephone & computer lines
installed, starter office supplies, etc.), exam rooms are cleaned & stocked, mailbox in mailroom, RX pads, and
appointment cards have been ordered.]
Day Two
Breakfast with practice
manager (clinic keys,
parking access, office
hours)
Clinic patient market area
(Map of state and region)
Relationships with other
departments/affiliated
clinics and programs,
referral System
Insurance: HMO/Managed
Care, Medicare/Medicaid
Private Pay, Uninsured
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Information and forms,
billing and coding
Clinic Tour
Lunch (all available
clinic staff)
Patient Scheduling
Clinic Pharmacy
Office supplies &
equipment
Information Management:
EMR, Computer, Sign On,
External Access, etc.
Call Schedule
Phone system, voice mail,
pager, answering service,
dictation/medical records
Patient complaints and
Incident Reports
Days 3-5
Regular Office Schedule
Community mentor
contacts Spouse and
“Checks in” (if applicable)
End of Week
Welcome reception at
clinic. Invite physician’s
family, medical staff,
hospital administration
and community.
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Week Two
Monday Breakfast,
practice manager meets
with physician to discuss
first week, work flow,
other issues.
Mentor “Checks In”
with new physician for
breakfast or lunch. Any
unexpected issues or
questions.
(Activities

vary widely—these are suggestions)

NEW PROVIDER ORIENTATION CHECKLIST
Meet with:
Hospital CEO
Medical Director
Sr. Director of Medical Services
Human Resources
Director of Client & Payer Relations
Director of Financial Services
Coding Supervisor & Educator
Clinic Manager
Clinical Operations Supervisor
Communications Manager
Director of Facility and Materials
Manager of HIM
Information Services Orientation (Phone System, Computer System)
Laboratory Supervisor,
Director of Occupational Health (30 days out)
Sr. Director of Finance (30 days out)
Radiology Supervisor
Sr. Director of Business Operations
Director of Pharmacy
Physical Therapy
Managed Care Liaison
Mentor(s)
Shadowing
Department Chair
Hospital Orientation
Welcome Lunch/lunches
Medical Education Coordinator
Other:
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Activities vary widely-these are suggestions.
Don’t’ forget to “Check-in” often!

NEW PROVIDER ORIENTATION CHECKLIST
STEP THREE of THREE

PROVIDER NAME:

MD DO PA NP

(First

Middle

Last)

PROVIDER SPECIALTY:
ANTICIPATED START DATE:
ORIENTATION:
PATIENTS:
CLINIC LOCATIONS:
A
(Check Primary Location)

B

C

D

F

PHYSICIAN SERVICES
First Three Months: Monthly meetings with hospital CEO (or relevant administrator) and the new physician
to get feedback on practice development and discuss problems or any other topics relevant to their situation.
To provide feedback “interventions” over a period of time, foster on-going communication & to ensure that
the new physician feels valued to the group & community (by giving positive feedback from patients, other
physicians, and community members, etc.). These meetings can build goodwill between the new physician
and administration. As information becomes available, track patient volume, revenue and expenses.
After three months: Quarterly meetings for the remainder of the first year. (15 minute meetings.)
Task Description
Review coding and
documentation at
three weeks. Follow up
at three months and
six months.
New physician (and
family) attend a small
dinner party at the
Physician Mentor’s
home within 2-3
weeks of the new
physician start date.
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Party Responsible

Date Completed

Notes/comments

Marketing issues a press
Release to the local
newspaper, places print
and other advertising
introducing the new
physician.

Task Description

Party Responsible

Physician Mentor
meets with new
physician monthly to
continue to provide
information, guidance
and support.
Community Mentor
Contacts the Spouse on
a monthly basis to see
how she/he and family
are acclimating to the
community and new
lifestyle.
“Check In.” Practice
manager, meets with new
physician every two weeks
(first six months) to ensure
smooth professional
acclimation. (15 Minute
meeting)
Marketing of practice or
Outreach incorporated
into the process.
Recruiter talks to new
physician and spouse
during first six to twelve
months to see what
improvements could be
made in the relocation
and practice orientation/
retention processes for
future physicians.
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Date Completed

Notes/comments

Annual meeting with the
Hospital CEO or Senior
Medical Leadership
Year 2


“Check-In” Bi-monthly meetings with the Physician Mentor or other as assigned. (Physician Services)



Quarterly meetings with the Clinic practice manager.



Social mentor or physician services calls the Spouse on a bi-monthly basis to “check in”. (if applicable)



Annual meeting with the Hospital CEO.



Physician Services surveys the new physician after 2 years to see what improvements could be made in
the Physician Retention Plan for future implementation.



Physician Services surveys the Spouse after 2 years to see what improvements could be made in the Social
Mentor Program for future implementation.



Physician Services follows up with the CEO, and clinic practice manager with an Evaluation Form or
telephone call to ensure that schedule is being followed.

Year 3


“Check-In” Bi-monthly meetings with the Physician Mentor or other as assigned. (Physician Services)



Bi-annual meetings with the Clinic practice manager.



Social Mentor or physician services calls the Spouse on a bi-monthly basis to “check in”.



Annual meeting with the hospital CEO.



Physician Services surveys the new physician after 3 years to see what improvements could be made in
the Physician Retention Plan for future implementation.



Physician Services surveys the Spouse after 3 years to see what improvements could be made in the Social
Mentor Program for future implementation.



Physician Services follows up with the CEO, and clinic practice manager via Evaluation Form or telephone
call to ensure that schedule is being followed.

(Activities vary widely—these are suggestions)
Don’t forget to “Check-In” often!
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National Rural Health Resource Center Orientation Check-Off List

Name of the Organization
Date

Orientation Check-Off List
Provider Name:

Item
Cafeteria/Food Service
Coding/Billing Procedures
Computer In-Service (account/password)
Employee Handbook
Employee Physical Form
Facility Maps
Fire/Disaster/Safety Policy Procedures
Hospital Admitting Procedure
HR Forms
ID Badge
Marketing Plan
Medical Records:
1. Dictation Procedure/Instruction Card
2. Delinquent/Supervision Policy
Medical Staff Calendar:
1. Meetings Attendance
2. CME Programs
Medical Staff Organization Chart
Medical Staff Roster
Medical Staff/Organization Newsletters
Mission Statement
Office Equipment In-Service
Office Keys
Office Protocols/Procedures
Other/Ancillary Department Policies & Forms
1.
2.
Pager Assignment
Parking ID Access Card
Physician Lounge/Call Room/Rest room
Scope of Practice
Stationary/Business Cards
Surgery/Procedure Schedule Policy
Telephone Directory
Telephone Operation/Voice Message
Tour of Facilities:
1. Primary Office
2. Hospital
3. Satellite Office
4. Others
Work Schedule/Time Sheet
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Specialty:

Complete

Comments

Evaluation Form
Others:

National Rural Health Resource Center Orientation and Retention Overview

31

32

33

34

35

36

Practice Feedback Samples
National Rural Recruitment and Retention Network, Recruiting for Retention, The Retention
Questionnaire
Insure adequate income potential:
1. Giving consideration to your expenses, lifestyle and cost of living in the community, how much money
do you realistically require and are you making it now?
2. What would you like to be making in the future?
3. What sort of benefits and professional perks do you value most, whether you are receiving them now or
not?
Practice Issues
1. How much input do you have into decision-making and policies that affect your position? How much
do you want?
2. What is your perception of your responsibilities and work load?
3. Do you need more help with coverage or assigned tasks?
4. If you have a supervisor, what is your assessment of your relationship, especially in regard to your
performance evaluation?
5. Are the support staff, physical plant and technology for your clinic and hospital practice adequate? If
no, why?

Community Issues
1. What is your overall perception of the community in which you live?
2. Consider all aspects of your community, including schools, housing, culture, recreational opportunity
conveniences, religious services, politics and people. What do you want, need or expect from the
community that you are not receiving?
3. If you have a family, how can the community better address their needs?
4. How can the community, including other medical providers or facilities, better support your role as a
health care provider?
5. How do you perceive the patient population served by your practice with regard to their acceptance,
appreciation, responsiveness and support for your practice? Your needs?

Goals Issues
1. What are your personal and professional goals both short-term and long-term?
2. Do you feel that you can attain these goals within your present practice situation and within the
community?
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Provider Satisfaction Survey Samples
Michigan Center for Rural Health Physician Satisfaction Questionnaire

Physician Satisfaction Questionnaire
Please X the appropriate responses below:
Your practice is:
___ Mostly Primary Care ___ Mostly Specialty Care

___Mostly adult

___Mostly children

The patients you care for are:
___ Mostly Primary Care ___ Mostly Specialty Care

___Mostly adult

___Mostly children

If your practice is in specialty care, please X your service area below:
___ Burns

___ Cardiovascular

___ Gynecology

___ Neonatology

___ Oncology

___ Orthopedics

___ Other surgery

___ Children’s

___ Digestive Disorders

___ Neurosciences
___ Urology

___ Obstetrics
___ Other medical

___ Other (please specify)

Communication within the organization is open
honest and direct.
Management listens to, and appreciates, the
thoughts, views and opinions of the medical
staff.
There is a high level of mutual respect between
the medical staff and hospital employees.
(Hospital) has developed and implemented an
effective method to resolve medical staff
concerns.
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Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neither A/D

Agree

How well is (hospital) communicating with
you?

Strongly
Agree

Please X your level of agreement with the following statements:

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neither A/D

Agree

How well is (Hospital) making it easier for you
to practice?

Strongly
Agree

How well is (Hospital) managing and improving
its business?
(Hospital) does a good job managing and
measuring improvement.
Hospital management exercises the appropriate
balance between quality of care concerns and
sound fiscal policy in their decision-making
processes.
I know the organizations plans for improvement
and the medical staff’s role in those plans.
The organization recognizes and properly
utilizes the medical staff in attempting to meet
its plans, goals and objectives.

The attitude of customer service is pervasive in
every (Hospital) Department.
(Hospital) has the staff and technology to
produce the quality of programs and services
the community expects and needs.
The hospital’s clinical information system allows
for timely and accurate reporting of meaningful
medical information.
Overall, how well is (Hospital) meeting our
needs?
I would recommend (Hospital to other
physicians as a place to practice.
Please answer the following:
Within your clinical specialty area, what specific clinical services does (Hospital) do best?
___________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Within your clinical specialty area, where could (Hospital) most improve?
___________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Outside your specialty area, in which three (3) specific clinical services does the Hospital deliver the
highest quality care?
1. ____________________________________________________________________________
2. ____________________________________________________________________________
3. ____________________________________________________________________________
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For which services would you send a patient and/or family member away from (Hospital), and where
would you send them?
___________________________________________________________________________________
Other comments/suggestions:
__________________________________________________________________________________
Demographics (optional):

Years in Practice:
___ 1-10 yrs.

___ 10-20 yrs.

__ 20-30 yrs.

___ 30+ yrs.

Gender:
___ Male

___Female

Thank you for your input!
Please return your finished survey using the postage-paid envelope provided.
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Quad-State Partnership Sample Clinician Surveys

41

42

43

44

Mountain States Group Physician Feedback Template
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46
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Recognition Activity Samples
Marshfield Clinic Shining Star Program
Shining Star Program Honors Those Who Make a Difference
If you or a family member had a Marshfield Clinic caregiver or staff member who made a meaningful
difference in your experience at the Clinic, we’d like to hear from you. Please consider recognizing him or
her by making a gift in their honor through the Shining Star program.
A gift to Shining Star may be made in honor of a physician, nurse, medical assistant, receptionist, volunteer
or anyone who has provided exceptional care.
“In addition to honoring those who've made an impact on their care, giving a gift through the Shining Star
program is an opportunity for Clinic friends to support priority areas in patient care, education and
research," said Teri Wilczek, chief development officer.
Unless otherwise designated, gifts to the Shining Star program support Marshfield Clinic’s Area of Greatest
Need Fund. These gifts are unrestricted and allow the Clinic to allocate the funds to its highest priority
areas within patient care, research and education.
Eric Callaghan, M.D., Marshfield Clinic radiologist and a member of the Development Committee., said
“philanthropic support from our patients and community is invaluable to furthering the mission of
Marshfield Clinic. I sincerely appreciate the generosity of our patients and their families, whose
contributions provide essential support for research, education, clinical programs and support for patients
in need."
When a gift is made to the Shining Star program in honor of a staff member, the staff member is notified
that a gift was made. He or she is presented with a specially designed lapel pin, which can be worn with
pride.

Mentor Program Samples
Michigan Center for Rural Health Mentor Program Outline
Developing a Mentor Program
The Retention Study discovered that many rural Michigan physicians did not place a high value on the
professional mentor. National studies have shown the value of including the mentor in a retention plan. It
may be a valuable tool for a new physician just out of residency while a relocating veteran may find it
unnecessary.
In general, the mentor is another provider who has experience in the organization to assist the new
physician/provider in all aspects of beginning a successful and rewarding practice. Medical leadership and
administration will choose the mentor. The mentor may have developed a positive relationship with the
new staff member during the recruitment process or have an interest in helping to integrate new staff into
the department.
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During the first six months of employment, the mentor should informally, but regularly, meet every week
for the first month with the new provider and then every 2-3 weeks thereafter.
The Professional Mentor - Activities
I. Introductions


Support Staff in Department by Chair or Section Chief



Lab/Pathology



Radiology



Surgical staff if appropriate



Appropriate hospital units
1. Health Unit Coordinator
2. Nursing Staff
3. Protocols



Noon conference



Others as appropriate



Walk through the cafeteria



Hey, where’s the restroom?

II. Potential topics of discussion
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Medical equipment issues



Referring physicians



Relationships with other departments



Office supplies & equipment



Coding/ charge slips



Dictation/Medical Records



Understanding the service area



Relationships with other departments/affiliated clinics and programs

III. Other Support


Serve as a sounding board for concerns



Assist with “New Kid on the Block” syndrome. (Recognize that new physicians may be
hesitant to make suggestions or ask questions because they are new – even experienced
physicians)

Social Mentor Program Activities
Resource Couple as mentor
The resource couple or resource individual is a non-medical volunteer who has the opportunity to assist
new providers and/or families with integrations into the community. The couple or resource person can
help the new provider/family meet others in the communities who have similar interests. Also, they can
help locate services, activities and programs that will assist with adjustment and integration into our
community. The couple will be selected by leadership and the moving date, start date, and phone number
will be provided.
Not all relocating families will desire a mentor.
Responsibilities


Social mentor should be introduced during pre-employment visit if possible.



Contact new couple to welcome them to medical community and area within the first 1 – 2
weeks.



Arrange a community outing within 2 – 5 weeks.



(i.e. Dinner, Chamber of Commerce Dinner, Sporting Events, or small in home gathering)
A second community outing in 6 – 8 months is encouraged.



Offer to take physician/family to clinic or hospital sponsored activities and parties.
(i.e. Annual picnic, holiday parties, fundraising events)
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Other Retention Tools
Quad-states Partnership Sample Exit Interview Form
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Michigan Center for Rural Health Physician Exit Interview
Physician Exit Interview Questionnaire
Name (optional):
Workplace (optional):
The information obtained from this questionnaire will be used to find ways to improve the quality of working
conditions for our medical practices. Your input is greatly desired and appreciated and will be treated confidentially.
Please return this survey in the attached envelope or fax it to______________________. If you would like to be
contacted and given an opportunity to discuss the results please provide your contact information on the next page.
1. What are your primary reasons for leaving (indicate all that apply: put “1” next to the primary reason. Refer to
the attached codes and circle the appropriate ones):
Taking another position. If so, why?
Leaving the area. If so, why?
Domestic (child rearing) responsibilities. Please
explain
Spousal needs. Please specify
Retirement. Would you be willing to work on
call?
Community Issues. Please explain:
Quality of the practice/group/system. Please
explain
Financial pressures. Please explain
Other. Please specify
Strongly
Disagree
Agree
Strong
Disagree
ly
Agree
2. Consider all aspects of your job and rate your
1
2
3
4
experience on a scale of 1 to 4, with 4 being the
highest
3. Your job gave you a real sense of accomplishment
1
2
3
4
4. Your physician colleagues worked as a team
1
2
3
4
5. Your office support staff met your needs
1
2
3
4
6. You had a chance for continuing education
1
2
3
4
(sufficient time and funds)
7. You felt you were paid fairly for the work you
1
2
3
4
performed
8. The workload was acceptable
1
2
3
4
9. The physician leadership seemed to respect your
1
2
3
4
care center and the work you did
10. When decisions which affected you were made,
1
2
3
4
your medical director asked for suggestions
11. You were treated fairly by the group and
1
2
3
4
leadership
12. You received adequate orientation and training
1
2
3
4
for your workplace
13. Your total benefits package met your needs
1
2
3
4
14. Overall, you liked working with your colleagues
1
2
3
4
and staff
15. Being in a practice affiliated with ________
1
2
3
4
hospital was favorable
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16. Referrals and care within the ________ hospital
were satisfactory for you and your patients
17. The quality of physicians and partners in your
care center met your expectations

1

2

3

4

1

2

3.

4

3

4

3
3

4
4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

18. The community met your cultural and
1
2
recreational needs
19. The schools for your children met your needs
1
2
20. Your spouse/significant other was made to feel
1
2
welcome in the community
21. Your spouse/significant other (if pursuing
1
2
employment) found a job easily
22. The organization support you in meeting your
1
2
professional goals
23. The workplace offered you adequate equipment
1
2
and supplies
24. You would recommend ________ hospital as a
1
2
place to work
If you respond “1” or “2” to any of the above, please explain or provide comments.
Contact Information (0ptional):
Name:
Telephone:
E-mail:

Thank you for your time!

Exit interviews should be conducted by an assigned administrator with all physicians who voluntarily leave the
organization. If information revealed in these sessions indicates a pattern of some kind, the administrator can share
it with physician services if that information can be used to improve the Physician Retention Plan.
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Retention Bonus Samples
Michigan Center for Rural Health Promissory Note

PROMISSORY NOTE
$Dollar Amount

Current Date
City, State

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, Physician Name (“Physician”) promises to pay to the order of Organization Name
(“Payee”), the principal amount of $Dollar Amount, together with interest on the unpaid principal balance at a rate
per annum of Percentage (percentage)% (Bank prime rate plus 1%). All principal and accrued interest on this Note
shall be paid as provided below, subject to the forgiveness provisions set forth below.
Prepayments. Physician may prepay all or part of the principal of this Note at any time without penalty.
Payment and Forgiveness. This note is executed simultaneously with an employment agreement
(“Employment Agreement”) between Physician and Payee. Physician and Payee agree that for four years following
the commencement of Physician’s employment under the Employment Agreement, except if the employment is
terminated pursuant to Section 6© of the Employment Agreement, on each anniversary date of the
Commencement Date, Payee shall forgive 25% (i.e., one quarter) of the initial principal balance and accrued interest
forgiven is considered taxable income for the year in which it is forgiven. This income will be included in Physician’s
year end W2 statement. On the fourth anniversary of the Commencement Date, if Physician has not continuously
remained employed full-time under the Employment Agreement, all principal and accrued interest under this note
that have not been forgiven shall be paid in full.
Acceleration. If (i) Physician ceases to be employed full-time under the Employment Agreement, (ii)
becomes insolvent, or makes an assignment for the benefit of creditors, or (iii) a voluntary or involuntary case in
bankruptcy, receivership, or insolvency is instituted by or against Physician, all indebtedness then owing by Physician
to Payee under this Note shall, at the option of the Payee, become due and payable in 60 days without notice or
demand.
Remedies. Payee shall have all rights and remedies provided by law and by agreement of Physician.
Waivers. No delay by Payee in the exercise of any right or remedy shall operate as a waiver thereof. No
single or partial exercise by Payee of any right or remedy shall preclude any other or future exercise thereof or the
exercise of any other right or remedy. No waiver by Payee of any default or of any provision hereof shall be
effective unless in writing and signed by Payee. No waiver or any right or remedy on one occasion shall be a waiver
of that right or remedy on any future occasion. Physician waives demand for payment, presentation, notice of
dishonor, and protest of this Note.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Promissory Note has been executed as of the date first written above.

Physician
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Date

